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HOW TO USE  FIELD GUIDE TO HAPPINESS
IN YOUR WORKPLACE OR BOOK CLUB



BEST PRACTICES
1. Assign a leader. This person will ensure the meetings go smoothly and any incentives are distributed.
2. Use a list of questions (below) that can be used as a discussion starter.

IDEAS

The Willy Nilly Approach
There are so many different activities to cultivate happiness in this book, and one of the perks is that people can
go through and pick an activity that feels good to them in the moment. 

The group leader can decide how many activities need to be completed within a given timeframe. For example,
seven activities within a week, one day, or 15 activities within a month. It is entirely up to the needs and desires
of the group.

When it is time to meet, everyone will disclose what they did and if they met the goal. Some questions (below)
can be asked to spur discussion, and incentives or rewards can be given to those who complete the goal.

The Race
This is a really fun way to incorporate this book into your group! Everybody gets a sheet that they fill out to
track what they did to create more happiness in their life. (Two options are included in the PDF.) The top 3
people to complete the sheet gets a prize! 

Of course, this is highly customizable. It could be that whenever somebody fills out an entire happiness tracker,
they get a prize. This will keep people going until their sheet is filled out, and that is an excellent thing because
the more happy activities a person does, the happier they become. :) If you keep providing sheets, they will keep
doing their happiness activities, creating happier people!

The Hands-On Approach 
Many activities can be done as a group. Whether it's daily affirmations, a magic recipe, Happiness Boosters - Do
for Others, and more! You can pick activities from the book and complete them as a team.

The Relaxation Approach
With the purchase of this book, you receive several MP3 downloads that create relaxation in your life. Many
people enjoy group meditation or visualization, which is a great way to bring people together. It can be coupled
with a daily affirmation in the book and a Happiness Booster!

These are all great ways to incorporate Field Guide to Happiness into your work environment or book club! Of
course, the possibilities are endless, and you and your group can create a method that works best for you.

Group Use and Book Clubs

Field Guide to Happiness: The Go-To Guide to Create Happiness and Live a Magical Life
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Happiness TrackerHappiness Tracker
Name: ________________________ Start Date: _____________________



Happ iness Habi t  Tracker
S T A R T  D A T E :  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                                     E N D  D A T E :  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Because You ' r e  Wor th I t !



Discussion Questions

Field Guide to Happiness: The Go-To Guide to Create Happiness and Live a Magical Life

 What did you learn so far from reading this book? 
 Did the book confirm something you already knew?
 Is there a piece of advice or wisdom that you disagreed with? Why? What would you suggest as an
alternative?
 Does this work make you rethink current policies or procedures that are currently in place in your
organization or place of business? 
 What questions do you still have after reading this book? What other resources might you look into?
 What personal or group action can you take after reading this book?
 How can reconfigure a happiness activity that you did to make it better?
 How are these activities different from how you normally spend your time?  
 Do you find yourself gravitating more toward positive things in your life since choosing happy
activities?
 How have these activities changed your life?
 If you continue doing activities in this book, how do you think your life will change?
 In doing happiness activities, how has your life changed already?
 What have you learned about yourself since starting this book?
 Before starting this book, do you feel you were already a happy person?  How has this book helped
you?
 Have you done an activity in this book that has caused introspection or changed you?
 Has this book changed your opinion on your life?
 What activity have you enjoyed most and why?
 What feelings does a happiness activity evoke in you?
 What aspect of this book do you enjoy the most?
 What is your favorite type of happiness activity?
 Have you Googled anything because of this book?  If so, what was it?
 What song(s) do you think reflect happiness or make you happy?
 If you had the chance to ask the author one question, what would it be?  

You can use all of these questions with each meeting, or incorporate different questions in different meetings.
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         (Feel free to email the author at Erin@ErinChavez.com)



Rewards & Incentives

Field Guide to Happiness: The Go-To Guide to Create Happiness and Live a Magical Life

Some of the rewards and incentives are workplace specific, and only applicable within some organizations. 
 Allow what is listed to be a jumping-off point for possibilities for both workplace and book club gatherings.  
 Of the ideas listed, some are clearly better suited for a large reward, some for a medium reward, and others for
smaller rewards.  It all depends on how you want to incentivize your program. For book clubs, you might want
to all pitch in a dollar amount to go toward prizes.

 Cash! 
A free day to take off of work with pay.
Good parking spot.
 A free lunch.
 Scented candle
 Trophy
 Adult coloring books & colored pencils
 Gift cards
 Subscription gift cards
 Airbnb credit
 Lottery tickets
 Back scratcher
 Stress balls (cool ones - no lame stress balls!) 
 Bath bombs
 A plant
 Chocolate
 Spa day
 Cooking classes
Groupon
 Fun socks
 Tea sample kit
 Good hand lotion
 Journal - a quality one
 Travel mug 
 Stainless steel tumbler
 Salt lamp
 Poo-Pourri
 Fun kitchen towels
 Fun pot holders
 Throw blanket
 Deep tissue massage gun
 Reusable notebook

 Reusable shopping bags
 Multi-tool 
Silicone straws
 Nice keychain
 Foam roller
 Murder Mystery game
 Portable bluetooth speaker
 Fun coaster set
 Board games
 Picture frame
 Wi-fi extender
 Poker set
 Lip balm set
 Coffee mug - find a super unique and cool one!
 Noise cancelling headphones
 DIY herb garden
 Yo-yo
 Neck massager
 Monocular
 Air purifier 
 Water filter pitcher
 The Chill Pill (name of device)
 Old-fashioned kid games (like a slinky or magic
8 ball!)
 Bookmark 
 Phone camera lenses 
 Pickle ball set
 Motivational dog tags
 Gym or fitness class (like yoga) membership
 Photoshoot
  Fun playing cards
White noise machine


